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The Mammoth Book Of New Sudoku
Synopsis

Much more than just a puzzle book; a comprehensive collection featuring every major variant of sudoku ever created. Over 25 major sudoku types . . . nearly 150 different variants . . . and almost 500 puzzles, all created especially for this book, including Jigsaw Sudoku, Killer Sudoku and multi-grid Samurai Sudoku. No other collection of Sudoku comes close. This is without doubt the most definitive volume of Sudoku variants ever compiled, with full instructions and solutions included. Praise for The Mammoth Book of Fun Brain Training by the same author: The puzzles are fresh and lively™; Will Shortz
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Customer Reviews

I love sudoku variations and similar logic puzzles. I crave variety sudoku so much I wrote my own puzzle books. Even a computer program can automatically generate regular sudoku puzzles, but it takes a creative human mind to dream up and construct really excellent variety puzzles. Gareth Moore delivers, and then some. There are HUNDREDS of puzzles with over 100 different variants! These are hard puzzles; just how I like ’em. For someone like me who craves novel logic puzzle types, these puzzles are so awesome that I rated it five stars, even though the paper quality is rather poor for a pencil puzzle book. Make sure you have a good quality eraser that won’t be too rough on the paper, and use a mechanical pencil because it’s hard to make clear pencil marks.

There’s a LOT of Sudoku variations in this book. But many of them are not easy to figure out how to do them. This book really challenges those of us who want something other than the usual Sudoku
puzzles. So, sharpen your pencils & get a big eraser - and enjoy!

I bought this for my husband and his daughter saw it and loved it, so we gave one to her for Christmas. My husband loves the creative variations and challenges in this book. Hope there will be more like this in the future!

My husband likes hard Sudoku puzzles, but gets tired of the classic puzzle. He got this book for Christmas and was overwhelmed by the variety of puzzles. Once he solves all the puzzles (hopefully), He said he would buy the book again just for the sheer variety of puzzles.

This has a ton of variations of Sudoku..lots of ones I've never seen before, and its a big thick book.

So many Sudoku puzzles, so little time. The range of different types of Sudoku is highly welcomed.

Love the variety of puzzles.
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